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4 Developers haveplenty of  
reasons to avoid investing in 
requirements engineering: It 
is next to  impossible to capture 
user needs completely, and 
needs are constantly evolving. 
But can we afford to shut out 
the customer? 
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The gap between software research and practice is no more evi- 
dent than in the field of requirements engineering. In theory, re- 
quirements engineering applies proven principles, techniques, 
languages, and tools to help analysts understand a problem or de- 
scribe a potential product’s external behavior. In practice, many 
software customers understandably wonder if anyone is listening. 

The technology-transfer gap is a factor in every software-en- 
gineering field, but the problem with requirements engineering is 
more insidious. Even if the research community could formulate 
the “best” solutions to industry’s problems, they most likely could 
not overcome the biggest problems in requirements engineering 
today: + Needs are often impossible to realize until after a system is 
built. 
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SIGNPOSTS AND LANDMARKS: A REQUIREMENTS ENGIWEERING READING LIST 
To learn more about require- 

mats engineering, I suggest you 
startwi&someoverviewbooks theIEEEComputwSocietyocietyhas 
and branch out to periodic& 
proceeding;, and some classic n-. 
p a p -  

pERK)(IKw. This speual 
issue repments the 6fth issue 

devoted to "guirements engi- 

?he January 1975 issue of 
IEEETPn?KabdmrrOllS@Wmt 

O W M W ~ F o u r b o o k s  fi~ginincludessomeofthe 
&e a brogd +of the princi- great ''early" work on require- 
ples ofrquirema~tsengineer- matsengimerhg, includmg 
ing,insteadofpitchingaparticu- lanMpapersonSADT 
lar approach. m , a n d p s m A  

For good insi$lts on haw to In May 1982, Conpaw cap- 
tured the next generation of re- 

nokgy, pnmanh/mls and 
quirementrRDpjneerintedl- 

1985 some&- 

(North-Holland, Kung, "Requirements %- 
1982), Pnx. lEEElntYSyq. on 

Press, 1992),andLEEElnt'lChizjf- + MJa&:etal.,"Software 
on ReqzkmmtsEng. (IEEE CS 
Press, 1994). Tme Control Spems,"LEEE 

sics in the rquiremats-engi- 
neering field: 

+V Basiliand D. W& 
"Evaluation of a Software Re- 
suiremeflts Document by 
Analysis of Change Data," Rtx. 
F e  Intl Cwf OfSDfiware Bg., 
IEJZECSPress, 1981,pp.316 OmyofCurrentIsSuesinRe- 

+TBellandTlqer,  -April 1 9 8 5 , ~ ~ .  1623. 

neering AStatus Rep$"= 
ReqUrrementrEng. (IEEE CS S@RW, NOV. 1993, pp. 75-79. 

Requkments Analysis for Real- 

T m .  on S$wm fig., Mar. 
1991, pp 241-258. 

"An Investigation of Require- 
ments Speulication L;mguage: 
Theory and practice," Co7nprmpr; 
May 1982, pp. 50-59. 

+ G.-C. Roman, "ATaon- 

F i i ,  some papers are clas- 

+ A h e  and C. Mdlery, 

323. suiremeno;~eering:Cmn- 

"s0ftWare-w Are 

si%v?lddb.lt'lcwfo?l* 
~ e y ~ a P m ~ ? " h .  

IEJZE CS Press, 1976, 

+ Even when requirements are stated contributed to  a product's success or ~ ments is enormous. Merlin Roman pro- 
up front, it is likely thky will change a t  least 
once during development, and it is certain 
they will change immediately after de- 
ployment. 

+The  time between the require- 
ments phase and product delivery is usu- 
ally too long to pinpoint how specific re- 
quirements-engineering techniques 

failure. 

CLASSIFIED RESEARCH 

Requirements engneering has a fairly 
narrow goal - detennine a need and de- 
fine the external behavior of a solution - 
but the range of research into require- 

vided the first classification of research 
topics nearly a decade ago.' We believe 
this number-letter classification scheme 
helps explain the areas the articles in this 
issue address. 

e. Improvements to elzcztilzg and under- 
standing needs. 

p .  Improvements to documenting 
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the problem. 
b. Improvements to describing the ex- 

ternal behavior of the solution, including 
both functional and nonfunctional re- 
quirements. 

q. Improvements to ensuring qzuliy in 
the process or product. 
m. Improvements to the maintenance 

and evolution of requirements. 
Research will often address one area to 

improve a second. For example, proto- 
typing research usually addresses how to 
describe external behavior, but its goal is 
to improve elicitation. This research 
would get the designation be, implying 
that e is the result of b. 

Research in these categories can be 
further classified according to one of five 
areas: 

P. Principlesor rules that should always 
be true. 

M. Step-by-step methodr embodied in 
procedures, techniques, and process. 

C. Cmepml models that define un- 
derlying semantic concepts (like finite- 
state machines). 

L. Languages. 
T. %oh. 
Finally, research can be classified as to 

how soon the research expects its results 
to be applied to industrial practice: 

10. Long-term research, more than 10 
years out. 

Y. ,Widterm research, five to 10 years 

2. Eqwimental “ripe +it, ” ready for 
experimentation in industry, with more 
widespread use likely in two to four years. 

0. “Ripe+it, ”already proven (perhaps 
via joint development by researchers and 
the practitioners). 

out. 

TRANSFERRING RESEARCH 

Obviously, the ripened fruits of re- 
search are the easiest to transfer to indus- 
try, but at least four more roadblocks re- 
main: 

+Many researchers have little experi- 
ence with industrial software develop- 
ment, so their proposed solutions often 
don’t match real problems.‘ 

+It is extremely difficult to conduct 
controlled experiments of software in a re- 
alistic setting, so techniques or tools are 
rarely backed up with solid statistics.j 

I E E E  S O F T W A R E  

Most practitioners consider the results of 
smaller experiments insufficient “proof” 
that a new technology or tool is usable. 

+Schedule pressures in industry make 
it difficult to “experiment” with technolo- 
gy that may be new to an organization. 

+Market pressures make organiza- 
tions reluctant t o  risk 

Pei Hsia and colleagues also address 
scenario analysis, but from a more formal 
view, which is important to back-end ac- 
tivities like requirements validation. It is 
their belief that scenario analysis is not as 
widespread as it could be because there is 
no systematic way of applying it. The au- 

thors mesent a scenario- 
analysis model and a for- 
mal method and use 
both to analyze, gener- 
ate, and validate scenar- 

system. Although appli- 
cation is limited to sys- 
tems that have a single 
response for a stimulus, 
the method is part of the 
groundwork for devel- 
oping a complete sce- 

T h e  authors  also 
show how it supports ac- 

ly cannot be done until after the system 
is built. 

Odd Ivar Lindland and colleagues de- 
scribe work that falls into the gC2 cate- 

look a t  how others have defined quality 

wasting precious re- 
sources on “unproven” 
technology. 

With these issues in 
mind, the ZEEE sofiware ios for a simple PBX 
Editorial Board defined 
standards for conferences 
that aim to facilitate tech- 
nology transfer in selected 
areas of software engi- 
neering. 

T h e  International 
Conference on Require- THE OBSTACLES nario-analysis environ- 
ments Engineering, to be 
held in April in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, is the 
first conference to be designated an IEEE ceptance testing - important feedback 
Sojbare Technology-Transfer Confer- for requirements analysis - which usual- 
ence. 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Of the 86 papers submitted to I C E ,  gory. Quality is an important part of any 
we have selected the best three to be fea- development activity, but it is critical to 
tured in this issue. Preceding this group requirements engineering. I t  is hard 
is a short essay by Jawed Siddiqi, who enough to get what the customer wants 
challenges some accepted notions about with a good conceptual model. With a 
requirements engineering, to stimulate bad one it is impossible. The  authors 
debate. 

The  first two articles describe work goals in conceptual modeling and pre- 
that  falls into the beqM2 category, but sent their own framework, which ad- 
each emphasizes a different part of re- dresses not only the goals but how to 
quirements engineering, Colin Potts and achieve them. While the framework has 
colleagues present the Inquiry Circle not been developed to the extent that it 
model, a structure that stakeholders can can be used in individual projects, it helps 
use to help clarify information needs -an provide a better understanding of quali- 
especially important front-end activity. ty, which will inevitably lead to more sat- 
T h e  model uses a conversation isfactory products. 
metaphor that encourages discussion In 1991, Davis and Peter Freeman 
about proposed requirements and helps characterized the state of research in re- 
make assumptions and rationales explic- quirements engineering as poor and rec- 
it. The  authors apply the model to the re- ommended a forum be established to ex- 
quirements document of a meeting change ideas among requirements 
scheduler and show how scenario analy- researchers and practitioners.4 We hope 
sis - examining particular situations of I C E  will provide that forum and that 
expected behavior - is effective at surfac- this special issue brings some promising 
ing new requirements and identifylng in- ~ research to the attention of a much wider 
consistencies in old ones. audience. + 

EVEN THE 
RESEARCH 

USE IN 

MAY NOT 
INDUSTRY 

CLEAR ALL 

IN THE ROAD. merit. I THAT IS RIPE 
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ARE YOU 
PROUD 

OF WHAT 
YOU DO? 

If you seek software projects that involve greater challenge, 
consider joining QUALCOMM, a leader in wireless 
communications. 
QUALCOMM spearheads the advancement of Code Division 
Multiple Access (CDMA) digital technology for wireless 
applications, including the  cellular, Personal 
Communications Services (PCS) and wireless local loop 
markets. Our applications also include OmniTFWCW, the 
world’s largest two-way, satellite-based mobile 
communications systems of its kind, and Globalstar, a 
planned 48satellite worldwide low earth orbit (LEO) wireless 
communications system. These innovative projects-and 
others like them at QUALCOMM-require software 
professionals who thrive on challenge. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS 
REAL-TIME EMBEDDED 
Design and develop operating system kernels, device 
drivers and multi-processor communications systems for 
embedded real-time cellular and PCS base station platforms 

Design, develop and implement satellite telephony and 
telecommunications applications software with experience 
in high level systems design and an understanding of link 
budgets, antenna profiles and power control. 

CELLULAR PROTOCOLS 
Develop call processing and call control protocols for a 
variety of standard and proprietary networks, including 
CDMA cellular base stations communications, inter-system 
operations and telephone switch interfaces. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN 
Design and develop network management systems for 
large-scale telecommunications networks with skills in Fault, 
Configuration, Performance, Security and Accounting 
Management Systems. 

Design and develop V series software with experience in DSP 
and implementing V.32 and V.32bis. 

Design and develop data communications software which 
requires in-depth knowledge of TCP/IP and OSI. 

UNIX NETWORKING 
Design and develop UNIX device drivers, systems 
programming, TCP/IP, GUI, database and socket  
implementation using C or C++. 
QUALCOMM offers competitive salaries and 
comprehensive benefits that begin on date of hire. Please 
send your resume in ASCII text via Internet to: 
jobops@qualcomm.com You may also mail or fax your 
resume (indicate appropriate dept. code on both cover 
letter and envelope) to: QUALCOMM, Human Resources, 
Dept. IEES/SW, 6455 Lusk Blvd., San Diego, CA92121, fax 
(619) 658-2110. QUALCOMM is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 

SATELLITE SYSTEMS 

MODEM 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
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